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Abstract

In this paper we study the problem of computing w-bit bitwise op-
erations using only O(1) memory probes. We show that under the
RAM model there exists a Ω(2w) space lower bound while under the
RAMBO model this space bound goes down to O(w) bits. We present
algorithms that use four different RAMBO memory topologies to per-
form bitwise boolean operations and shift operations.

1 Introduction

A computer today consists of a CPU, memory, and an I/O subsystem. The
CPU contains, at least, a control unit, a cache, and an Arithmetic Logic
Unit (ALU). The ALU is used to, given operands and an operation code
(opCode), compute various functions. These functions include the bitwise
operations (boolean operations and various shifts) and arithmetic opera-
tions (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division). Although the
arithmetic operations are considered atomic operations, they still consist of
several micro-steps which, in turn, usually are bitwise operations (for more
details see any text book on computer architectures, e.g. [10]).

In theoretical computer science we model such a computer as a RAM
(cf. [5,18]) where the processor is capable of performing functions from some
predefined finite subset of NC1 in O(1) time. The class NCk of functions
is defined by:

Definition 1 [11, p. 135] For each k ≥ 0 the class NCk consists of the
search problems solvable by log-space uniform classes of boolean circuits hav-
ing polynomial size and depth O(logk w)

NC1 involves circuits of logarithmic depth that computes, at each step,
various bitwise operations (compare micro-steps above). Indeed, these op-
erations could be computed using table lookup – i.e. the circuit elements
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would be replaced by memory probes only. However, the size of such table
would become prohibitively large. In this paper we use a variant of the RAM
model called RAMBO (RAM with bytes/bits overlapping) and show that all
bitwise operations can be performed using writes and reads of memory only,
while the space requirement remains at a bearable O(w) bits.

As said, we can divide the bitwise operations into shifts and boolean
operations. Further, the shifts come in five flavors: left and right shift,
left and right rotation, and arithmetic right shift. In Sect. 2 we show how
all these operations can be performed using 4w bits under the RAMBO
model – a clear gain over the straightforward approach which uses O(2ww2)
bits under the RAM model. On the other hand, to implement the boolean
operations using table lookup, although they all can be computed using nand
(or nor) only, requires at least Ω(2w) bits (see Corollary 1) of memory under
the RAM model and a straightforward approach uses O(22ww) bits. This is
much more than O(w) bits needed under the RAMBO model as will be seen
in Sect. 3. In total, we reduce the size of the data structure (i.e. program)
from O(22ww) under the RAM model to O(w) under the RAMBO model
without increasing the time complexity.

Finally in Sect. 4 we show how the presented operations can be combined
into a function to perform addition of two words in O(lg w) steps and O(w)
space under the RAMBO model.

1.1 Preliminaries

The RAM model models a computer as a CPU and an infinite set of memory
registers [5,18]. There are several variants of the RAM model (e.g., MBRAM
[18], and AC0 RAM [2]) and they differ in which operations the CPU can
perform in unit time. Also they differ in whether the memory registers are
of bounded size or not. In this paper we consider a variant of the RAM
model where the only operations are read and write from/to memory with
registers of bounded size w (cf., cell probe model [20]). We refer to this
variant as the Read-Write RAM model.

A Read-Write RAM corresponds to a Turing Machine (TM) [18] with an
alphabet of size 2w ([0, 1, . . . , 2w−1]), and the possibility to access a random
tape location in unit time. The state transition function (the program) of
the TM corresponds to precomputed tables in the RAM. The computation
of some functions requires a large lookup table:

Theorem 1 The computation of an onto function f : A → B on a Read-
Write RAM requires a lookup table of size Ω(B), where B is the size of
B.

Proof: To compute f , a TM needs to be able to write all characters in
the range B. A TM uses a tuple in its program to decide what to write and
hence the TM needs at least B tuples in the program. Hence, the size of the
lookup table under the Read-Write RAM is at least B. QED
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When considering a character from the alphabet as a binary number the
lower bound for performing bitwise boolean operations on such a character
under the Read-Write RAM model, is:

Corollary 1 A Read-Write RAM requires a lookup table of size Ω(2w) to
perform bitwise boolean operations.

Proof: The range of the boolean operations is the whole alphabet, which
is of size 2w. Hence, from Theorem 1 we know that the size of the lookup
table under the Read-Write RAM is Ω(2w). QED

We use the term register when referring to a specific memory location
storing a word and the term word to denote a w-bit value. The notation Wi

is used to denote the ith bit of the word/register W, where 0 ≤ i < w. The
least significant bit of a word/register is bit 0 while the most significant bit
is bit w − 1. When depicting a word/register we place the most significant
bit to the left. Hence, in the 8-bit word abcdefgh, a is the most significant
bit 7 while h is the least significant bit 0. We let ONE denote the w-bit word
consisting of w ones (1..1), and ZERO denote the w-bit word consisting of
w zeros (0..0).

In the RAM model all the bits are unique for all registers. The RAMBO
model is an extended RAM model which also has a part of memory where
a bit may occur in several registers or in several positions in one register.
The way the bits occur in this part of the memory has to be specified as
part of the model. If a bit occurs in more than one position in a register (it
is overlapped), and different values are written to the bit, then the bit will
store an arbitrary value.

The RAMBO model was suggested by Fredman and Saks [7], and fur-
ther described by Brodnik [3]. One variant called Yggdrasil was used by
Brodnik et al. to achieve a worst case constant time priority queue [4]. In
this paper we use several variants of the RAMBO model.

The problem of performing boolean operations in different models of
computations has been studied extensively. Rennard describes how to per-
form the boolean operations in the Game of Life model [15]. Shamir de-
scribes a paradigm called visual computation in which he shows that the
boolean operations can be computed [16]. Ogihara et al. show how to sim-
ulate and and or circuits on a DNA computer [14], while Ahrabian et al.
simulate nand circuits [1]. Tsai et al. derive a systematic algorithm for con-
structing quantum boolean circuits [17]. The reason to consider the boolean
operations is that arithmetic operations, e.g. addition, multiplication and so
on, can be computed, using only them, in O(wO(1)) time and no additional
space.
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2 Shift and Rotation Operations

In this section we introduce three new variants of RAMBO (Line, Tail, and
Circle) and use them to implement shift and rotation operations. In all
examples in this section we assume that w = 8 and x=abcdefgh.

2.1 Shift

To shift the bits of a word we use the Line variant of RAMBO. Line consists
of 2w bits used to store w + 1 registers of size w bits. We label the bits λi,
where 0 ≤ i < 2w. To store bit j of register line[l] we use bit λi, where
i = j + l.

As an example, let us write ZERO to line[8] and afterwards write x to
line[0]. Then λ15 = λ14 = . . . = λ9 = λ8 = 0, λ7 = a, λ6 = b, . . . , λ1 = g,
and λ0 = h. Now, since register line[3] consists of λ10λ9λ8λ7λ6λ5λ4λ3,
i.e. 000abcde, reading this register gives the same result as right shift of x
three steps. In general, reading register line[δ] gives the result of right
shift δ steps. Similarly, after initializing line[0] with ZERO, writing x to
register line[δ] and reading line[0] gives us the result as if x is shifted
left δ steps (cf. Alg. 1). Hence,

Lemma 1 We can perform both left and right shifts using 3 probes and 2w
bits.

2.2 Arithmetic Shift

To perform arithmetic right shift of a word we use the Tail variant of
RAMBO. This variant uses w bits to store w registers of size w bits. We
label the bits θi, where 0 ≤ i < w. To store bit j of register tail[l] we use
bit θi, where i = min(j + l, w − 1).

In this example we write x to tail[0], then θ7 = a, θ6 = b, . . . , θ1 = g,
and θ0 = h. Now, since register tail[3] consists of θ7θ7θ7θ7θ6θ5θ4θ3, i.e.
aaaabcde, reading this register gives the same result as arithmetic right
shift three steps. In general, reading register tail[δ] gives the result of
arithmetic right shift δ steps (cf. Alg. 1). Hence,

Lemma 2 We can perform arithmetic right shift using 2 probes and w bits.

2.3 Rotation

Rotation (also known as barrel shift) takes the bits which have been shifted
out at one end and shifts them in on the other end. To perform rotations
we use the Circle variant of RAMBO which uses w bits to store w registers
of size w. We label the bits ςi, where 0 ≤ i < w. To store bit j of register
circle[l] we use bit ςi, where i = (j + l) mod w.
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Again, when we write x to circle[0], then ς7 = a, ς6 = b, . . . , ς1 = g,
and ς0 = h. Since register circle[3] consists of ς2ς1ς0ς7ς6ς5ς4ς3 reading it
gives the same result as right rotation of x three steps. In general, reading
register circle[δ] gives the result of right rotation δ steps (cf. Alg. 1).
Further, writing the word to register circle[δ] and reading circle[0]

gives the same result as left rotation δ. Hence,

Lemma 3 We can perform both left and right rotations using 2 probes and
w bits.

The three lemmata above give us:

Theorem 2 We can perform any of the five shifting operations using 4w
bits in at most 3 probes.

word shiftRight(word a, int δ)
line[w] = ZERO; line[0] = a; return line[δ];

word shiftLeft(word a, int δ)
line[0] = ZERO; line[δ] = a; return line[0];

word arithShiftRight(word a, int δ)
tail[0] = a; return tail[δ];

word rotateRight(word a, int δ)
circle[0] = a; return circle[δ];

word rotateLeft(word a, int δ)
circle[δ] = a; return circle[0];

Algorithm 1: Methods to compute right and left shift, arithmetic right
shift and right and left rotation δ steps of a.

3 Boolean Operations

We continue with the boolean operations starting with 1-bit values and then
generalize to w-bit values. Furthermore, we show how to, simultaneously,
perform different boolean operations on the w-bit arguments.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the 16 different boolean
operations on two arguments a and b, where a, b ∈ {0, 1} (cf., any textbook
on the subject, e.g., “Discrete and Combinatorial Mathematics” [8]).

3.1 Simple Boolean Operations

To describe how to compute the boolean operation we use constants C =
{Z,O,A,B} as indices into a table val[|C|]. The table is used to store
constants val[Z]=ZERO, val[O]=ONE and values val[A]=a, val[B]=b. We
also have an array r[2] to store two 1-bit values. The values from val are
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used both as indices into and as values of r. At the end r also contains the
result of our operation. We compute a given boolean operation by three
writes (call them steps) into r and finally read the result from r.

As an example, let us compute a and b. We want to find the result in
r[0]. The result should be 1 if neither a nor b are 0. Hence, we initialize
r[0] with 1,

r[0] = 1 , (1)

then we write 0 to r[0] if a == 0 or b == 0. Instead of checking if a == 0
we can just write 0 to r[val[A]],

r[a] = 0 , (2)

since if a == 1 we will write 0 to r[1] which does not affect our result.
Similarly for b,

r[b] = 0 . (3)

Finally, register r[0], contains a 0 if either or both of a and b were 0 and 1
otherwise,

r[0] → res . (4)

On the other hand, when computing a nor b, we initialize r[1] with 1,
and write 0 to both r[val[A]] and r[val[B]]. Then if neither a nor b

are 1, r[1] will still contain 1 and 0 otherwise.
It turns out that all 16 boolean operations can be computed in the same

way where the index of r and the value stored into r at each step depends
only on the opCode of the boolean operation. A function fi,j(opCode) can
be used to decide which value to write into which register (cf. Alg. 2). The

bool boolOp(int opCode, bool a, bool b)

val[A] = a; val[B] = b;

r[val[f1,1(opCode)]] = val[f1,2(opCode)];

r[val[f2,1(opCode)]] = val[f2,2(opCode)];

r[val[f3,1(opCode)]] = val[f3,2(opCode)];

return r[val[f1,1(opCode)]];

Algorithm 2: Method to compute any boolean operation.

function fi,j(opCode) can be tabulated using a table F[opCode][i][j],
where we, for the sake of simplicity, let indices into the table F (and its
variants we will introduce later) always start at 1 (cf. Alg. 3 and Alg. 4).
The second line in F, for example, corresponds to the and operation (i.e.
the opCode of and is 2), where {Z, O} means write val[O] to r[val[Z]]

(i.e., r[ZERO]=ONE) etc., which matches Eq. 1 – 3.
The size of table F is 〈# of boolean operations〉 · 〈# of steps〉 · 2 · lg |C| =

192 bits. Hence, boolOp in Alg. 4 computes any 1-bit boolean operation, in
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34 memory probes (reads or writes), using 198 bits (besides F, the arrays
val and r use 6 bits). As we shall see later, we can compress the table F to
96 bits which totals to 102 bits over all. Hence, we conclude with:

Lemma 4 We can compute any boolean operation using 102 bits of memory
using O(1) reads and writes only.

This is worse than the 64 bits straighforward table lookup algorithm
under the RAM model. But in the next section we build on this and get a
solution for w-bit words.

int F[opCode][i][j] = {
{{Z, Z}, {A, Z}, {B, Z}},/* 0 */

{{Z, O}, {A, Z}, {B, Z}},/* a and b */

{{Z, Z}, {A, Z}, {B, A}},/* not (a implies b) */

{{Z, O}, {A, Z}, {B, A}},/* a */

{{Z, O}, {A, O}, {B, Z}},/* not (b implies a) */

{{Z, O}, {A, O}, {B, Z}},/* b */

{{Z, Z}, {A, O}, {B, A}},/* a xor b */

{{Z, O}, {A, O}, {B, A}},/* a or b */

{{O, O}, {A, Z}, {B, Z}},/* a nor b */

{{O, O}, {A, Z}, {B, A}},/* a xnor b */

{{O, O}, {A, O}, {B, Z}},/* not b */

{{O, O}, {A, O}, {B, A}},/* b implies a */

{{O, O}, {A, Z}, {Z, Z}},/* not a */

{{O, O}, {A, Z}, {B, O}},/* a implies b */

{{Z, O}, {A, O}, {B, O}},/* a nand b */

{{O, O}, {A, O}, {B, O}} /* 1 */ }

Algorithm 3: Table F used by boolOp in Alg. 4.

bool boolOp(int opCode, bool a, bool b)

val[A] = a; val[B] = b;

r[val[F[opCode][1][1]]] = val[F[opCode][1][2]];

r[val[F[opCode][2][1]]] = val[F[opCode][2][2]];

r[val[F[opCode][3][1]]] = val[F[opCode][3][2]];

return r[val[F[opCode][1][1]]];

Algorithm 4: Method to compute any boolean operation using table
lookup.

3.2 w-bit Bitwise Boolean Operations

To compute w-bit bitwise boolean operations we use a variant of the RAMBO
model which we refer to as Twin. It consists of 2w bits labeled τi,j where 0 ≤
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i < w and j ∈ {0, 1} (see Fig. 1). Although there are only 2w bits in Twin,
they represent 2w registers. The register at address aw−1aw−2 . . . a0 (denoted
twin[aw−1aw−2 . . . a0]) is stored using the bits τw−1,aw−1

τw−2,aw−2
. . . τ0,a0

,
i.e., the ith bit of twin[aw−1aw−2 . . . a0] is τi,ai

For example, twin[0011]
consists of the bits τ3,0τ2,0τ1,1τ0,1.

bit: 3 2 1 0

τ3,1 τ2,1 τ1,1 τ0,1

τ3,0 τ2,0 τ1,0 τ0,0

Figure 1: Twin memory with 4-bit words (w = 4)

To get a better feeling for how this memory behaves, let us assume
that all bits in the memory are zero (Fig. 2(a)). Then we write 1111 to
twin[0101] (Fig. 2(b)). Now, if we read twin[0011] we get the word 1001,
and twin[1100] gives 0110.

3 2 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

(a) All bits equal to zero.

3 2 1 0

0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0

(b) twin[0101] ← 1111.

Figure 2: Twin example with w = 4.

The twin registers behave as w parallel arrays r. Hence, similarly to
the computation of and above, if we want to compute a and b with w-bit
registers, we first write val[O] to twin[val[Z]], then we write val[Z]

to both twin[val[A]] and twin[val[B]]. As an example (Fig. 3) we use
a=0011, and b=0101 and study the content of twin[val[Z]]. After the
three writes, register twin[val[Z]] (Fig. 3(c)) contains 0001 which is the
result of bitwise boolean and of 0011 and 0101.

3 2 1 0

– – – –

1 1 1 1

(a) twin[ZERO]← ONE.

3 2 1 0

– – 0 0

0 0 1 1

(b) twin[a]← ZERO.

3 2 1 0

– 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

(c) twin[b]← ZERO.

Figure 3: Computation of a and b using Twin where a=0011, and b=0101

The special registers twin in the Twin RAMBO variant lets us use a
method similar to boolOp (Alg. 4) to compute bitwise boolean operations
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on w-bit words. We are still using F from Alg. 3 but the parameters a and
b and the array val are w bits wide. Further, the array r is replaced by the
twin registers. Hence using 4w + 192 bits of regular memory and 2w bits of
RAMBO memory we can compute any of the boolean operations.

As stated above, we can reduce the amount of memory needed by com-
pressing the table F. The first, second, and fourth columns only consist of
the values Z and O and hence only 1 bit for each position is needed. The
third column always contains A and it can be removed entirely. The value
in the fifth column is either Z or B and needs only 1 bit. The value in the
sixth column is either Z, O, or A and to store such a value we need 1.5
bits. Hence, each row in the table actually only needs 5.5 bit instead of 12
bit which totals to 88 bits for the table. However, we use 2 bits (actually
2 1-bit values) to store the last column, in order to avoid the gory details
needed to use only 1.5 bits, which totals to 96 bits for the table. A new
table Fc stores in columns 1, 2, and 3 the values from column 1, 2, and 4 of
F respectively. The fourth column stores Z if the value of the fifth column
of F is Z and O if it is B. The fifth column stores O if the sixth column of
F is O and Z otherwise. The sixth columns stores O if the sixth column of
F is A and Z otherwise.

To be able to use the table Fc we need to compute the values stored in
the fifth and sixth column of table F based on table Fc. To get the value
from column five of F we first write ZERO to twin[ONE], then we write b

to twin[val[Fc[opCode][4]]]. Now if Fc[opCode][4] was O, twin[ONE]
will contain b and ZERO otherwise. We store this value in a variable, d, and
use it where column five of F was used. We compute the value stored in the
sixth column of F in a similar way and store it in variable, e, for later use.
Since Fc only stores the values Z and O, the table val only need to store
two w-bit values (ZERO and ONE). However, the two variables d and e are
also w-bit values. This gives us:

Theorem 3 We can compute any bitwise boolean operation on w-bit words
in 36 memory probes using 4w + 96 bits of regular memory and 2w bits of
RAMBO memory in O(1) time.

This is a huge improvement over the Ω(2w) bits needed for table lookup
under RAM.

The number of memory probes needed can be reduced by using more
memory. Since, Fc is storing just the indices Z and O, we can avoid one
level of indirection and the usage of the array val, by storing ZERO and ONE

directly into a table Fw, e.g., the and row is {ZERO, ONE, ZERO, ONE, ZERO,

ZERO}. This increases the total usage of regular memory to 96w + 2w bits,
but we only need 29 memory probes (cf. Alg. 5) which gives us the following
result:
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Corollary 2 We can compute any bitwise boolean operation on w-bit words
in 29 memory probes using 96w + 2w bits of regular memory and 2w bits of
RAMBO memory in O(1) time.

Again, this is still a large improvement over the Ω(2w) bits needed for table
lookup under RAM.

Note that for 1-bit words the total amount of memory is 100 bits of
regular memory and no bits of RAMBO memory (r is used instead of twin)
which is a slight improvment over the result in Sect. 3.1.

word boolOp(int opCode, word a, word b)

twin[ONE] = ZERO; twin[Fw[opCode][4]]= b; d = twin[ONE];

twin[ONE] = ZERO; twin[Fw[opCode][5]]= ONE;

twin[Fw[opCode][6]]= a; e = twin[ONE];

twin[Fw[opCode][1]]=Fw[opCode][2];

twin[a]=Fw[opCode][3];

twin[d]=e;

return twin[Fw[opCode][1]];

Algorithm 5: Method to compute any combination of bitwise boolean
operations for w-bit arguments.

Moreover, when storing w-bit values in the table Fw we can actually
decide which operation we want to perform on individual bits by storing
other values than ZERO and ONE. For example, we can perform, xor on the
bits at even position and and on the bits at odd positions (xor-and).

As an example, we compute, in 2-bit words, xor for the least significant
bit and and for the most significant bit. The row for this operation in the
table Fw would be {00, 10, 01, 11, 00, 01}. The most significant bit
in each word corresponds to the values in the and line of Fc and the least
significant bit to the values in the xor line. If we let a=11 and b=00 the
result should be 01. Following the steps in Alg. 5 with these values we get
the program trace in Fig. 4, which gives the expected result.

Hence, we can support any combination of bitwise boolean operations
on individual bits in w-bit words using 6w extra bits per combination. Let
c be the number of combinations of different boolean operations we wish to
support (note c ≤ 16w). Then,

Corollary 3 We can compute, in O(1) time, any of c combinations of bit-
wise boolean operations on individual bits in w-bit words in 29 memory
probes using c · 6w + 2w bits of regular memory and 2w bits of RAMBO
memory.
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Instruction τ1,1τ0,1/τ1,0τ0,0 d e
twin[11] = 00 00/- - - -
twin[11] = 00 00/- - - -
d = twin[11] 00/- - 00 -
twin[11] = 00 00/- - 00 -
twin[00] = 11 00/11 00 -
twin[01] = 11 01/11 00 -
e = twin[11] 01/01 00 01
twin[00] = 10 01/10 00 01
twin[11] = 01 01/11 00 01
twin[d] = e 01/01 00 01
twin[00] → res

Figure 4: Trace of boolOp in Alg. 5 with a=11, b=00, and Fw[opcode] =

{00,10,01,11,00,01}.

4 Addition Operation

Finally, as an example of how to use these bitwise operations we implement
addition of two words within our model of computation. When implementing
addition in hardware the depth of the circuit has to be at least Ω(logd w)
if the fan-in is restricted to d. Addition is in NC1 [12] and we match the
lower bound using the procedure used by Cormen et al. [6, Sect. 29.2.2].

The basic idea is to use a parallel prefix circuit to compute all the carry
bits, c, first and then finally the sum is computed as the parity of a, b and
c (boolOp(XOR, c, boolOp(XOR, a, b))).

The carry bit ci depends on ai−1, bi−1 and maybe ci−1. If ai−1 = bi−1 =
0 then ci = 0 (we kill the carry bit), if ai−1 = bi−1 = 1 then ci = 1 (we
generate the carry bit), and if ai−1 6= bi−1 then ci = ci−1 (we propagate the
carry bit). The notation of carry status (kill (k), generate (g), and propagate
(p)) is used by Cormen et al. and we can compute combined carry status of
two consecutive full adders using the carry status operator ⊗. The combined
carry status is propagate if both the operands are propagate, it is generate if
either the second operand is generate or the first is generate and the second
is propagate, and otherwise it is kill.

We encode the three values of the carry status xi using two bits (k = 00,
p = 01, g = 10). Using this encoding it is easy to compute xi since
xi0 = ai xor bi and xi1 = ai and bi. Note, that we can compute both bits, in
spite of the fact that we deal with two different boolean operations, simul-
taneously as shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, we can do this simultaneously
for all i.

As shown by Cormen et al. [6] the rest of the algorithm uses O(lg w)
boolean operations and shifts. We leave the details of the implementation
to the reader.
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5 Conclusion

The computation of the bitwise operations under the RAM model using
O(1) table lookups requires a table of size Ω(2w) while we have presented
a solution under the RAMBO model using only O(w) space still using only
O(1) table lookups. To support all the bitwise operations we used 4w + 96
bits of regular memory and 6w bits of special RAMBO memory.

Furthermore, we also showed how to support simultaneous combinations
of boolean operations using 6w additional bits of ordinary memory per com-
bination. To implement addition we took advantage of the combined boolean
operations and got a O(lg w) time solution.

To perform the bitwise operations we introduced four new variants of the
RAMBO model which are straightforward to implement in hardware. For
a discussion on how to implement new variants of the RAMBO model we
refer the interested reader to “Design of High Performance Memory Module
on PC100” by Leben et al. [13].

The address decoding for memory under the RAM model is in NC1 but
not in NC0. The address decoding for the twin memory is in NC0 while
the address decodings for line, tail and circle are in NC1.

Content-addressable memory (CAM) (also known as associative mem-
ory) [9] is another technique where the memory structure is modified. CAM
requires additional hardware to handle processing of all memory cells in par-
allel. The RAMBO variants, on the other hand, only requires modifications
to the address decoding.
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